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Abstract. This work presents a power-efficient route discovery proto-
col (PERDP) to reduce signaling overhead of the power-efficient rout-
ing (PER) mechanism for Opportunity Driven Multiple Access (ODMA)
networks. An analytical method was proposed to derive the control pa-
rameters to achieve a given connectivity probability. Simulation results
demonstrate the accuracy of the analysis and the superiority of the pro-
posed PERDP. It is found that the signaling overhead of the proposed
PERDP is 12.03% and 24.85% lower than that of dynamic source rout-
ing (DSR) and PER mechanism, respectively, under 90% connectivity
probability in a high UE-density environment.

1 Introduction

Opportunity Driven Multiple Access (ODMA) [1] is a cellular multihop relaying
protocol that has been considered by the third-generation partnership project
(3GPP) working group but finally dropped due to the concerns over implemen-
tation complexity, battery life of users on standby, and signalling overhead issues
[2]. Most of these implementation issues are highly related to the chosen routing
mechanism in ODMA. In ODMA, user data is exchanged between a sending mo-
bile station (also known as user equipment (UE) in UMTS) and the base station
(called Node B in UMTS) by being relayed through other intermediate UEs.
The sending UE should establish a path through the intermediate UEs to Node
B prior to data exchange, which introduces additional signaling overhead, and
thus results in extra power consumption for certain UEs. Hence, a good rout-
ing mechanism with low signaling overhead would be essential while realizing
ODMA.

The functions of ODMA closely resemble those of mobile ad-hoc networks
(MANET) [3]. However, they differ mainly in that Node B is located in a well-
known fixed position in ODMA; however, both communication parties are mo-
bile in MANET. Several power-aware routing methods [4]-[9] have been proposed
for MANET and ODMA cellular networks. Most of the proposed methods are
evolved from dynamic source routing (DSR) protocol [10] and ad-hoc on-demand
distance-vector (AODV) routing protocol [11]. Two significant assumptions are
made in the aforementioned approaches. The first assumption is that each node
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retains the up-to-date location information and/or power metrics of the other
nodes. This assumption may be effective in MANET but is not suitable for mo-
bile cellular networks. Because each UE in a mobile cellular network does not
have up-to-date information of other UEs due to the discontinuous reception
(DRX) function. This assumption can be relieved by employing reactive-routing
approaches [12]. However, existing reactive-routing approaches can only obtain
the information of other UEs after executing route discovery; hence, some rout-
ing control messages are wasted on processing non-attainable ODMA requests
(i.e., those requests whose power or latency requirements cannot be attained by
utilizing the ODMA technology). The second assumption is that the extra power
used by RREQ signaling is ignored. Because the RREQ in MANET is always
flooded among all UEs with the UE’s maximum transmission power and without
hop-count limitation. Consequently, the UE’s transmission power can be up to
several Watts in a mobile cellular network and cannot be neglected.

In [13], we proposed a reactive-based routing mechanism, named power-
efficient routing (PER), to solve the implementation problems of ODMA. Similar
to existing reactive routing protocols, PER utilize flooding to delivers the route
request (RREQ) to the destination (i.e., BS). Although flooding is necessary
for discovering routes, it introduces extra radio interference to existing com-
munications. Hence, it is beneficial to eliminate unnecessary flooding such that
the interference can be minimized. However, the reduced flooding may result
in a potential risk. That is, no route could be found if BS fails to receive any
RREQ. Therefore, one of the implementation challenges in ODMA is to remove
unnecessary flooding while diffusing RREQs to BS with a high probability.

This paper presents a power-efficient route discovery protocol (PERDP) to
reduce unnecessary flooding of PER in ODMA networks. The unnecessary flood-
ing is prevented by reducing the the number of RREQ forwarding participants.
PERDP utilizes the received power-strength, instead of connectivity or over-
heard information, to select valid forwarding participants. Hence, extra inter-
ference can be prevented. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Before
going into details, the background of PER mechanism is first introduced in Sec-
tion 2. The proposed PERDP is described in Section 3, and its key parameters
and their effect on the system performance are discussed. Section 4 presents an
investigation of the proposed PERDP’s performance via numerical analysis and
simulation. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 5.

2 PER Mechanism

A TDD-ODMA network comprising a Node B and several non-mobile ODMA-
enabled UEs, which are identified by their user-specific identities (ODMA IDs),
is considered herein. To simplify the description, “UE” is used to denote an
ODMA-enable UE in the rest of this paper. In an ODMA transmission, the
UEs are categorized in three types: SendingUE, BackerUE, and RelayUE. A
SendingUE originates the ODMA transmission. The other UEs that act as for-
warding participants in the ODMA route discovery within the cell are BackerUEs.
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Among these BackerUEs, some will be identified as RelayUEs, which are re-
sponsible for relaying data packets between the SendingUE and Node B. Note
that UEs that do not have sufficient residual-power may optionally disable some
ODMA functionalities (e.g., RREQ flooding) to reduce unnecessary power con-
sumption.

The PER mechanism is used by a SendingUE to identify a minimum-power
path to Node B. Prior to the route discovery, PER mechanism utilizes a co-
linear model to estimate the optimal number of RelayUE, denoted by Nopt,
required by the minimum-power path. It was shown in Lemma 1 of [13] that
the lower bound of the total power consumption for an ODMA link is achieved
if the distances between any two adjacent relay nodes are all equal to dopt,
where dopt= d/(Nopt + 1) and d is the distance between SendingUE and Node
B. It suggests that a SendingUE can flood RREQ with transmission radius dopt

to discover the RelayUEs to achieve the lower bound in a co-linear network
topology with sufficiently high UE-density. For normal or low UE-density, the
lower bound may not be achieved, however, one can still discover RelayUEs in
the vicinity of the expected equal-distance locations to identify a minimum-
power path from all possible routes to Node B. As a result, the transmission
radius of each BackerUE should be increased by an amount of ∆d to discover
those RelayUEs, as demonstrated in Fig. 1(a). In Fig. 1(a), UE1 is SendingUE

and Nopt = 1 is assumed; dmax is the maximum transmission radius of Node B
and each UE, and the expected location predicted by Lemma 1 is marked by
‘X’. As demonstrated in 1(a), BackerUEs located in the region where the two
circles overlap (i.e., UE5, UE7, and UE8) could be possible RelayUE candidates.
Hence, in PER, only these BackerUEs, rather than all BackerUEs in the entire
cell, should forward RREQ during route discovery, which reduces the number of
forwarding participants.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) A network topology illustrates the PER mechanism. (b)The basic concept
of the PERDP mechanism.

The procedure of PER consists of three phases: access phase, path discovery
phase, and path setup phase. In access phase, the SendingUE adjusts its trans-
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mission power to Pini and sends an ODMA service request carrying Pini to Node
B. Node B can predict Popt and Nopt from Pini. By using these predicted Popt

and Nopt, Node B can check whether the ODMA request is attainable or not. For
non-attainable ODMA requests, Node B simply terminates the procedure by re-
plying the SendingUE with a rejection message. For attainable ODMA requests,
Node B further derives PTX RDP and Nopt, and sends a confirmation message
carrying PTX RDP and Nopt to the SendingUE. In path discovery phase, simi-
lar to DSR [10], the SendingUE broadcasts an RREQ through the ith paths to
the Node B to collect Ptotal,i . In this phase, each BackerUE floods the RREQ
with transmission power PTX RDP and discards the RREQ that exceeds the
hop-count limitation Nopt . Based on the collected Ptotal,i , Node B can identify
the minimum-power path. Finally, Node B sends an RREP packet back to the
RelayUEs along the identified path in path setup phase. The derivation of Pini,
PTX RDP , and Nopt can be found in [13].

3 Power-Efficient Route Discovery Protocol

In this section, a power-efficient route discovery protocol (PERDP) is proposed
to reduce the number of flooded RREQs in PER while maintaining an acceptable
connectivity probability. In this section, the basic concept of PERDP is first
described and the analytical method used to derive the control parameters is
then elaborated. Finally, the procedure required to adopt PERDP to the PER
mechanism is illustrated.

The basic concept of PERDP is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). It can be found that
the flooded RREQs during the access phase of PER can be further reduced by
selecting only BackerUEs located in the shaded ring region (which is bounded
by an outer circle and an inner circle with radius dopt + ∆d+ and dopt − ∆d

−
,

respectively) as forwarding participants. In this example, only UE7 is selected
as the BackerUE that is allowed to forward RREQ to its neighbors.

In PERDP, the transmission radius of RREQ flooded by SendingUE and
BackerUEs is fixed and is set to be dopt+∆d+. In each flooding, only BackerUEs
located in the ring region bounded the two circles with radius dopt + ∆d+ and
dopt − ∆d

−
are allowed to forward the RREQ. The flooding repeats until the

RREQ reaches Node B or the RREQ has been forwarded by Nopt BackerUEs.
The setting of ∆d+ and ∆d

−
depends on the UE-density and a target connectivity

probability Ps. The target connectivity probability is the minimum probability
that a SendingUE can find a path, to Node B through exactly Nopt RelayUEs.
One may increase Ps by enlarging ∆d, but it also increases the number of flooded
RREQs as well as the radio interference. Hence, there is a tradeoff between Ps

and the flooding efficiency. In the following, an analytical model is proposed to
determine Ps as a function of ∆d and UE-density for the case of Nopt. Before
going into details, the parameters used in the following analysis is summarized
below:

A: the area of the cell under investigation.
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m: the total number of UEs in the cell. Note that the UE-density is equal to
m/A.

Nopt: the optimal number of RelayUE estimated by PER.
d: the distance between the SendingUE and Node B.

Ps: the connectivity probability, which is the probability that a SendingUE UE0

can establish a path through Nopt RelayUEs to Node B. Ps is set by the
network operator.

∆d+: the outer distance offset used by PERDP.
∆d

−
: the inner distance offset used by PERDP.

R: R
∆
= dopt + ∆d+ is the radius of the outer circle. Note that R is also the

maximum transmission range of each flooded RREQ.

r: r
∆
= dopt − ∆d

−
is the radius of the inner circle.

dS : the distance between a given RelayUE and the SendingUE.
dN : the distance between a given RelayUE and Node B.

Note that dopt, ∆d+, ∆d
−

, ds, and dN can be estimated from the corresponding
received power by applying the Friis free space equation as demonstrated in [13].

Figures 2(a) and (b) show a geometry model used to determine Ps for Nopt =
1. Two conditions are considered in deriving Ps: ∆d+ ≤ ∆d

−
and ∆d+ > ∆d

−
.

In both cases, a SendingUE can find a route to Node B if there are at least one
BackerUE located in the area A0. Hence, the connectivity probability can be
derived as

Ps = 1 − Pr{No BackerUE is located in A0} = 1 − (1 −
A0

A
)m. (1)

In Fig. 2(a), the case of ∆d+ ≤ ∆d
−

is depicted. Let x be the distance from
a point in the shaded region to Node B. From the figure, it can be found that x
falls in the range of [d−R,R] and the length of the arc corresponding to radius
x is 2xθ. Hence, the area of A0 can be calculated by integrating the arcs for
different x. That is,

A0 =

∫ R

d−R

2xθdx = 2

∫ R

d−R

x · cos−1(
x2 + d2 − R2

2xd
)dx (2)

The case of ∆d+ > ∆d
−

is depicted in Fig. 2(b). Similarly, A0 can be obtained
by

A0 =

∫ R

d−R

2xθdx −

∫ R

d−r

2xφdx

= 2[

∫ R

d−R

x · cos−1(
x2 + d2 − R2

2xd
)dx −

∫ R

d−r

x · cos−1(
x2 + d2 − r2

2xd
)dx](3)

For given values of Ps, A, m, and d, R and r can be obtained by solving Eqs. (1)
and (2) (or (3)).

For the easy of demonstration, the results of ∆d+ = ∆d
−

∆
= ∆d is presented

herein. Figure 3 shows the message flows employed to demonstrate a scenario
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. A single-hop example: (a) ∆d+ ≤ ∆d
−

(b) ∆d+ > ∆d
−

.

of PERDP using the example shown in Fig. 1(b). In this scenario, UE1 is the
SendingUE; UEj , for j=2 to 12, are BackerUEs; and, Nopt = 1 is assumed. With
PERDP, the access phase of the PER mechanism is modified as follows.

Access Phase :

Step 1. Prior to communicating with Node B, the SendingUE UE1 mea-
sures Pavg , adjusts its transmission power to Pini , and then sends an
RRC Connection Req [14] carrying Pini to Node B.

Step 2. The UEs that receive the RRC Connection Req message can detect
the received power of the message then get the distance, dS .

Step 3. Upon receiving the RRC Connection Req message, Node B adjusts
its transmission power to Pini and acknowledges an ODMA Relay Prepare
carrying PTX RDP and Nopt to UE1 .

Step 4. The UEs that receive the ODMA Relay Prepare message can de-
tect the received power of the message then get the distance, dN .

Step 5. After the UEs receive two messages, they will implement the BackerUE

decision as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Note that each BackerUE can estimate
dS and dN via open-loop power control.

Step 6. The UEs can resolve their state if they are the BackerUE and in
operation mode. If the UEs which just receive one of two above messages
before timeout period, they will transfer operation mode to sleep (SLP)
mode.
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Fig. 3. Message flow of the PER with PERDP.

Fig. 4. BackerUE decision flow.
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4 Numerical Results

Simulations were conducted on ns2 simulator to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed PERDP. The load balancing capability of ODMA was not investi-
gated herein. Hence, a single cell with 20 to 100 UEs was considered. All UEs
were assumed to be uniformly distributed within a square area with dimensions
1km×1km. The following parameters were used in the simulation, d = 600 m,
RTX RDP = 150 to 200 (m) and Nopt = 1. In all case, ∆P is adjusted to guar-
antee a 90% successful connectivity probability (i.e., PS min = 0.9)

Fig. 5. Accuracy of the numerical analysis:1-hop.

Fig. 5 illustrates the accuracy of the numerical analysis for Nopt = 1. In this
figure, the numerical analysis is indicated by a solid line and the simulation result
is marked by a dotted line. It can be found the accuracy of the numerical analysis,
where the simulation results always fall within the 95% confidence interval of
the numerical analysis. The red solid line is used to indicate PS min = 0.9. Fig. 6
demonstrates the performance improvement of the proposed PERDP algorithm
compared to DSR and PER methods. In Fig. 6, three lines are used to illustrate
the required total number of RREQs, NRREQ , for establishing a ODMA path
during the path discovery phase. The performance of DSR, PER and PERDP is
marked by dotted squares, solid stars and dotted circles, respectively. It can be
found that the total number of RREQs flooded by the BackerUEs is increased
proportionally to the UE density. It is because that, in DSR, each UE always
forwards the RREQ, and in PER, the number of the UEs that located in shaded
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area could be the BackerUE is still too much. The higher the UE density is,
the more RREQs are flooded. In contrast, for a given successful connectivity
probability of PS min = 0.9 , PERDP reduces ∆P as the increase of the UE
density. Therefore, it approximates the optimal condition predicted by the PER
mechanism. It is found that signaling overhead of the proposed PERDP is 12.03%
and 24.85% lower than that in DSR and PER respectively for PS min = 0.9 in
high UE density environment.

Fig. 6. The analysis of total number of RREQs:1-hop.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a mechanism, named PERDP, to reduce unnecessary flood-
ing of reactive routing protocols in ODMA networks. An analytical method was
proposed to derive the control parameters required to discover a route for a given
connectivity probability. The accuracy of the analysis is verified by simulation.
Compared to DSR and PER mechanisms, it is found that the proposed PERDP
may greatly reduce the number of flooded RREQs in PER. In this paper, only
the case of a single RelayUE is investigated. The generalization of PERDP to a
multiple RelayUEs environment is deserved to be studied in the future.
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